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When we are told we're not qualified for things it produces something in us !
We either run or fight
As life goes on - we are more aware of whether we are qualified or unqualified 

When introducing Jesus to others a common response is "well I never killed anyone" "I'm a good person" in their 
words and actions they are trying to prove to us and to God that they have earned their way to heaven - it's not 
something we can earn! Only receive 

When we find Jesus, we recognize our need of Him!
In order for us to be qualified to stand in the presence of God, we need to be FULLY righteous and without sin!
The only way we QUALIFY to receive salvation is through JESUS!

We have to first identify that we are Unqualified

There's a lot of things we are unqualified for but we don't realize it until we are in the midst of it !

Romans 5:8
“But God demonstrates his own love for us in this: While we were still sinners, Christ died for us.”

1. We are all unqualified to do life alone
Proximity demands vulnerability and we don't want it! Whenever we are apart of a family it demands closeness! 
We're not called to do life in rows, We're called to do life in circles 
Us being in relationships with other people is less about us and more about the other person! 
We are ONE family - we deal with our issues as ONE 
This demands vulnerability 
This is the first step to see any type of change in your life 
We're not qualified to do life on the fringe!
We are the BODY of Christ
That serves with one another
Does small groups together
Does LIFE with one another !

Where is God in the busyness? 
I don't ever want to stand before God and say, "God, I was just BUSY."
The only way God will ever really change something is to allow other people to speak into your life

We are in the same command as those we lead and instruct! WE NEED TO BE IN RELATIONSHIP!
1 Corinthians
WE are the body of Christ!

We love one another, we are in relationship with one another!
We are each dispensed with certain gifts - we all have a primary motivational gift 

We have up the right to be offended when we said YES to Jesus !
"That church isn't perfect" find me one that is!!
How can reflect the fullness of Christ if not all of the parts of the body of Christ are present !

Romans 
We are MANY (for one body!) we have different gifts according for the grace given to us - and EACH member 
belongs to the others! In the family of God, we don't belong to ourselves! The gift doesn't belong to us it belongs to 
those around us! It doesn't belong to us to isolate and hold to ourself ! -increasing boldness, passion, faith, and giving 
us more. Not what we are doing, but what God is giving us


